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THE PRODUCT STRUCTURE OF NEWTON STRATA IN THE
GOOD REDUCTION OF SHIMURA VARIETIES OF HODGE
TYPE
PAUL HAMACHER
Abstract. We construct a generalisation of Mantovan’s almost product struc-
ture to Shimura varieties of Hodge type with hyperspecial level structure at p
and deduce that the perfection of the Newton strata are proe´tale locally iso-
morphic to the perfection of the product of a central leaf and a Rapoport-Zink
space. The almost product formula can be extended to obtain an analogue
of Caraiani’s and Scholze’s generalisation of the almost product structure for
Shimura varieties of Hodge type.
1. Introduction
In the past years, Shimura varieties have been extensively studied in connection
with the Langlands program. Conjecturally, the cohomology of Shimura varieties
should decompose in terms of certain automorphic representations and their Lang-
lands parameters. A main tool to study the arithmetic of Shimura varieties is the
Newton stratification, which is defined below. The almost product structure of
Newton strata allows us to study their geometry and cohomology in terms of two
simpler objects: Igusa varieties and Rapoport-Zink spaces. This is well understood
in the special case of Shimura varieties of PEL-type. Building upon the work of
Harris and Taylor [HT01], Mantovan gave the construction of the almost product
structure of Newton strata for Shimura variety of PEL type with hyperspecial level
structure at p in [Man05] and derived a formula for the cohomology of a local system
over Shimura varieties and Rapoport-Zink spaces associated to a representation of
the linear algebraic group attached to the Shimura variety ([Man11, Thm. 3.1]).
Recently, Caraiani and Scholze gave an infinite version of Mantovan’s almost prod-
uct structure in their paper [CS17]. It gives a more elegant description at the cost
that the objects considered are no longer of finite type.
The aim if this paper is to extend this structure to the larger class of Shimura
varieties of Hodge type. Its applications to the cohomology of Shimura varieties
of Hodge type will be discussed in a subsequent joint work with Wansu Kim.
To make our statements precise, we fix the notation as follows. Let (G,X) be a
Shimura datum of Hodge type, K ⊂ G(Af ) a small enough compact open sub-
group which is hyperspecial at p. Denote by G the reductive model of G over
Zp corresponding to Kp. The existence of a canonical integral model SG of the
Shimura variety ShK(G,X) was shown by Kisin [Kis10], with some exceptions in
the case p = 2. His construction of SG also equips it with a principally polarised
Abelian scheme (AG, λG)→ SG and crystalline Tate tensors (tG,α,x) on the (con-
travariant) Dieudonne´ module D(AG,x[p∞]) for every point x ∈ SG(Fp). While the
Barsotti-Tate group with crystalline Tate tensors (AG,x[p∞], λG,x(tG,α,x)) depends
on some choices made during the construction of SG, it induces an isocrystal with
G-structure Gx over Fp which is independent of them. Lovering constructed an
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isocrystal with G-structure over the special fibre SG,0 of SG in [Lov17], which
specialises to Gx for every x ∈ SG(Fp). Thus we have a well-defined Newton strat-
ification on SG,0; we denote the Newton stratum associated to a σ-conjugacy class
b in G(L) by S bG,0 (see section 2.3 for details). By the same argument the central
leaves in S , i.e. the locus where the isomorphism class of (AG,x[p∞], λG,x, (tG,α,x))
is constant is well-defined.
1.1. The almost product structure in the special fibre. Using the almost
product structure in deformation spaces constructed in [Ham17] as a starting point,
we construct for a suitable central leaf C ⊂ SG a family of compatible surjective
finite-to-finite correspondences
J
(p−N )
m ×MG,µ(b)m1,m2
C(p
−N ) ×MG,µ(b)m1,m2 S bG,0
piN
generalising Mantovan’s construction in [Man05]. Here (Jm)m∈N denotes the tower
of Igusa varieties over C and (MG,µ(b)m1,m2)m1<m2∈Z2 a certain exhausting family
of closed subschemes of the special fibre of the corresponding Rapoport-Zink space.
We denote by FpN : J
(p−N )
m → Jm the Frobenius and by Fp∞ : J
(p−∞)
m → Jm
their limit for N → ∞, i.e. the perfection. Moreover, we show that when taking
the limit N,m,m1,m2 →∞ we obtain a correspondence of perfect schemes
J
(p−∞)
∞ ×MG,µ(b)(p
−∞)
C(p
−∞) ×MG,µ(b)
(p−∞) S
b,(p−∞)
G,0
r∞ pi
(p−∞)
∞
where r
(p−∞)
∞ and π
(p−∞)
∞ are weakly e´tale morphisms. More precisely, if (X0, λ0, t0,α)
denotes a Barsotti-Tate group with crystalline Tate tensors such that the central
leaf C is defined by (AG,x[p∞], λG(tG,α,x)) ∼= (X0, λ0, t0,α) for any x ∈ C, then
r
(p−∞)
∞ is a torsor under the profinite group representing the automorphism group
of (X0, λ0, t0,α) and π
(p−∞)
∞ is a torsor under the locally proe´tale group representing
its self-quasi-isogenies.
1.2. Caraiani-Scholze type product structure for Shimura varieties of
Hodge type. The infinite almost product structure can be extended to a gen-
eralisation of the product structure of Caraiani and Scholze constructed in [CS17,
§ 4]. More explicitly, we construct an isomorphism
Igb ×MG,µ(b)
∼
→ Xb
of formal schemes over Spf Z˘p, where Ig
b denotes the flat lift of J
(p−∞)
∞ to Z˘p,
MG,µ(b) is the corresponding Rapoport-Zink space and X
b parametrises triviali-
sations of (AG, λG, (tG,α)) up to isogeny.
The structure of this article is as follows. After giving the necessary background
in section 2, we lay the foundations of our construction by recalling Mantovan’s
almost product structure in the special case of the Siegel variety in section 3. The
main construction is given in section 4, where we construct the almost product
structure of Newton strata in Shimura varieties of Hodge type with hyperspecial
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level at p. Building upon this construction, we also generalise the Caraiani-Scholze
product structure in section 5.
This article was written independently from the article [Zha15] of Zhang, which
was put on ArXiv approximately two weeks before the first version of this pa-
per. In his work, he gives a partial construction of the morphisms πN : J
(p−N )
m ×
MG,µ(b)m1,m2 → SG,0. He constructs the Igusa tower and the restriction of πN
to the smooth locus.
Acknowledgements: I am grateful to Mark Kisin for many helpful discussions
and his advice. I warmly thank Thomas Lovering for giving me a preliminary
version of his thesis. I thank Stephan Neupert and Eva Viehmann for pointing
out some mistakes in the preliminary version of this article. Most of this work
was written during a stay at the Harvard University which was supported by a
fellowship within the Postdoc program of the German Academic Exchange Service
(DAAD). I want to thank the Harvard University for its hospitality. Moreover, the
author was partially supported by the ERC starting grant 277889 “Moduli spaces
of local G-shtukas”.
2. Shimura varieties of Hodge type
Let p > 2 be a prime number. We will focus our study on the class of Shimura
varieties of Hodge type with hyperspecial level structure at p.
2.1. Crystalline Tate tensors. While the reduction modulo p of a Shimura vari-
ety of Hodge type will not be given by a moduli description, we will have an Abelian
variety with additional structure by crystalline Tate tensors which can be regarded
as a replacement for a universal object. We briefly recall the notion of crystalline
Tate tensors as presented in [Kim13].
Notation 2.1. Assume that M is either
• a locally free module over a ring R,
• a locally free OS/Zp-crystal for an Fp-scheme Zp or
• an isocrystal associated to a locally free OS/Zp-crystal.
Then M⊗ is defined as the direct sum of any finite combination of tensor products,
symmetric products, alternating products and duals of M . We call tensor of M is
a morphism s : 1→M⊗, where 1 denotes R, OS/Zp or OS/Zp [
1
p ].
We fix an Fp-scheme S as base scheme and consider the category of quasi-
coherent OS/Zp -crystals. Then 1 = OS/Zp comes with a canonical Frobenius action
F : O
(p)
S/Zp
→ OS/Zp . For any Abelian scheme or Barsotti-Tate group X over S
we denote the contravariant Dieudonne´ crystal as in [BBM82, § 3] by D(X). The
pull-back D(X)S to the Zariski site of S is naturally equipped with the Hodge
filtration Fil1D(X) := ωX ⊂ D(X)S , which is Zariski-locally a direct summand
of rank dimX . Moreover the relative Frobenius of X over S induces a map
F : D(X)(p) → D(X), which is also called the Frobenius. As the relative Frobe-
nius is an isogeny, F induces an isomorphism of isocrystals D(X)[ 1p ]
(p) ∼→ D(X)[ 1p ]
and D(X)[ 1p ]
⊗ (p) ∼→ D(X)[ 1p ]
⊗.
Definition 2.2 ([Kim13, Def. 2.3.4]). A tensor t of D(X) is called a crystalline Tate
tensor if it induces a morphism of F -isocrystals 1→ D(X)[ 1p ]
⊗, i.e. it is Frobenius
equivariant.
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2.2. Construction of integral models. Let (G,X) be Shimura datum of Hodge
type, i.e. there exists an embedding of Shimura data (G,X) →֒ (GSp2g, S
±) or some
integer g where S± denotes the Siegel double space. Now X defines a conjugacy
class {µ} of cocharacters of G. Its field of definition E is called the Shimura field of
(G,X). We denote by E its p-adic completion for some fixed embedding Q →֒ Qp
and OE the corresponding ring of integers. We fix a small enough compact open
subgroup K = KpK
p ⊂ G(Af ) which is hyperspecial at p (for the precise meaning of
“small enough” see for example [Mil90, § 2]) and denote by ShK(G,X) the canoncial
model of the associated Shimura variety. The existence of a canonical integral
model over OE for ShK(G,X) was shown by Mark Kisin ([Kis10]). We briefly recall
his construction and introduce the notions which will be fundamental for the study
of the special fibre which follows.
Let G be the Bruhat-Tits-group scheme associated to Kp. As Kp is hyperspecial,
G is a reductive group scheme over Zp. We fix a (unique up to isomorphism)
reductive group scheme GZ(p) over Z(p) such that G = GZ(p) ⊗ Zp. By [Kis17,
§ 1.3.3] there exists an embedding of Shimura data ι : (G, X) →֒ (GSp2g, S
±) which
is induced by an embedding GZ(p) →֒ GSpZ(p) . Moreover, by [Kis10, Lemma 2.1.2]
there exists an open compact subgroup K′p ⊂ GSp2g(A
p
f ) such that ι induces an
embedding ShK(G, X) →֒ ShK′(GSp2g, S
±) with K′ = K′pK
′p and K′p = GSp2g(Zp).
Denote by Ag the moduli space of principally polarised Abelian varieties with
K′p-level structure over Z(p) and let (A
univ, λuniv, ηuniv) be its universal object.
Then Ag is a smooth scheme whose generic fibre is canonically isomorphic to
ShK′(GSp2g, S
±) (see e.g. [Kot92, § 5]). Let S −G be the closure of ShK(G,X) in
Ag ⊗OE , denote by SG its normalisation.
Theorem 2.3 ([Kis10, Thm. 2.3.8]). SG is the canonical integral model of ShK(G,X),
in particular it is smooth and independent of the choice of the embedding ShK(G,X) →֒
ShK′(GSp2g, S
±).
A central point of his proof is the following construction. Denote by h : (AG, λG)→
SG the pullback of (Auniv, λuniv). Let (M,ψ) be the symplectic Zp module of rank
2g and fix a family of tensors (sα) ⊂ M⊗ such that G ⊂ GSp2g is their stabiliser
(cf. [Kis10, Prop. 1.3.2]). For every closed geometric point in the special fibre
x ∈ SG(Fp), Kisin associates a family of crystalline Tate tensors (tG,α,x) ⊂ D(AG,x)
such that (D(AG,x), λG,x, tG,α,x) is isomorphic to (MZ˘p , ψ ⊗ 1, sα ⊗ 1) (cf. [Kis17,
Prop. 1.3.7]).
One can interpolate these pointwise tensors with global tensors as follows. Recall
that the choice of (sα) induced horizontal tensors (tG,α,dR) on the first de Rham
- cohomology R1h∗Ω
•, as well as tensors (tG,α,p) on R
1hη et∗Zp and (tG,α,l) on
R1het∗Ql for l 6= p (cf. [Kis17, § 1.3.6]). Since SG is smooth, the tensors tG,α,dR in-
duce crystalline Tate tensors tG,α on D(AG/SG,0) for every α (see [HP17, § 3.1.6]).
By construction the family (tG,α) specialises to (tG,α,x) for every x ∈ SG(k).
Using the crystalline Tate tensors introduce above, we can describe the local
geometry of the normalisation morphism SG → S
−
G as follows.
Proposition 2.4 ([Kis17, Prop. 1.3.9, Cor. 1.3.11]). Let x0 ∈ S
−
G (Fp).
(1) Two points x, x′ ∈ SG(Fp) over x0 are identical if and only if tG,α,x = tG,α,x′
for every α.
(2) The morphism mapping the formal neighbourhood S ∧G,x to the deformation
space Def(Aunivx [p
∞], λunivx , tG,α,x) induced by the deformation (AG, λG, (tG,α))|S ∧G,x
is an isomorphism. In particular, we have a commutative diagram
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S ∧G,x0
∐
x 7→x0
Def(Aunivx0 [p
∞], λunivx0 , tG,α,x)
S −∧G,x0
⋃
x 7→x0
Def(Aunivx0 [p
∞], λunivx0 , tG,α,x) Def(A
univ
x0 [p
∞], λunivx0 ) = A
∧
g,x0 .
∼
∼
2.3. The Newton stratification and Oort’s foliation. In order to define the
Newton stratification on the special fibre SG,0 of SG, we first recall some facts
about σ-conjugacy classes. We fix a maximal torus and a Borel subgroup T ⊂ B ⊂
G. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, W (k) its ring of Witt
vectors, L(k) be the fraction field ofW (k) and let σ be the Frobenius automorphism
of L(k). We denote for any element b ∈ G(L(k)) by [b] its σ-conjugacy class and by
B(G) the set of σ-conjugacy classes in G(L(k)). The set B(G) is independent of the
choice of k by [RR96, Lemma 1.3]. An element b ∈ B(G) is uniquely determined
by two invariants ([Kot85, § 6]), its Newton point ν(b) ∈ X∗(T )
Gal(Qp,Qp)
dom and its
Kottwitz point κ(b) ∈ π1(G)Gal(Qp,Qp).
For x ∈ SG(Fp) choose bx such that the Frobenius morphism on D(Aunivx ) is
mapped to bxσ under an isomorphism (D(Aunivx ), λG,x, tα,x) ∼= (MZ˘p , ψ ⊗ 1, sα ⊗
1). Then bx is uniquely defined up to G(Z˘p)-σ-conjugacy, in particular [bx] is
independent of the choice of an isomorphism. We define for any b ∈ B(G)
S bG (Fp) = {x ∈ SG,0(Fp) | bx ∈ b}.
Lovering showed in [Lov17] that since (D(AG), λG, tG,α) is locally isomorphic to
(M,ψ, sα), we obtain an isocrystal with G-structure over SG,0 in the sense of
Rapoport and Richartz after inverting p. Thus, the S bG(Fp) are locally closed
subvarieties of SG,0(Fp) by [RR96, Thm. 3.6]; they are called the Newton strata of
SG,0.
Remark 2.5. The above description of S bG is valid for any algebraically closed field
of characteristic p. More precisely, for any geometric point x ∈ SG,0(k), one can
define bx ∈ G(L(k)) (unique up to G(W (k)-conjugacy) analogously to the case
k = Fp above. By definition of the Newton stratification, the geometric points of a
stratum S b are given by
S bG (k) = {x ∈ SG,0(k) | bx ∈ b}.
However, in the rest of this article we work almost exclusively with closed geometric
points.
One can describe the elements bx obtained by above construction as follows.
By [Kis17, § 1.4.1], we have bx ∈ G(Z˘p)µ(p)G(Z˘p), where µ ∈ X∗(T ) is the
unique dominant cocharacter in the conjugacy class {µ} defined at the beginning
of section 2.2. On the other hand, by [Kis17, Prop. 1.4.4] there exists for any
b ∈ G(Z˘p)µ(p)G(Z˘p) ∩ b with S bG 6= ∅ an x ∈ S
b
G (Fp) such that bx = b (up to
G(Z˘p)-σ-conjugacy).
Let b ∈ B(G) such that S bG is nonempty and fix a polarised Barsotti-Tate group
with crystalline Tate tensors (X0, λ0, t0,α) over k such that its Dieudonne´ crystal is
isomorphic to (M
Z˘p
, ψ ⊗ 1, sα ⊗ 1) and its Frobenius corresponds to an element of
b∩G(Z˘p)µ(p)G(Z˘p). The corresponding central leaf C in S bG is the set of geometric
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points x : Spec k → S bG such that there exists an isomorphism
(Aunivx [p
∞], λunivx , tα,x)
∼= (X0, λ0, t0,α)⊗ k.
Then C defines a closed subset of S bG by [Ham17, Prop. 2.14].
Proposition 2.6. C is smooth of dimension 2〈ρ, ν(b)〉, where ρ denotes the half-
sum of positive roots of G.
Proof. We fix x ∈ C(Fp) and consider the isomorphism S
∧
G,0,x
∼= Def(X0, λ0, t0,α).
As this identifies the canonical Barsotti-Tate groups with crystalline Tate tensors
lying over these schemes, it identifies C∧x with the central leaf in the deformation
space. Thus all formal neighbourhoods of closed points of C are isomorphic, which
shows that it is smooth. Also, dimC equals the dimension of the central leaf in
Def(X0, λ0, t0,α), thus the second assertion follows from [Ham17, Prop. 3.9]. 
From now on, we fix b and assume that X0 is completely slope divisible. We
refer the reader to [OZ02, § 1] for details on completely slope divisible Barsotti-Tate
groups. Let b′ denote the image of b in B(GSp2g), µ
′ denote the image of µ in
X∗(GSp2g) and let C
′ ⊂ A b
′
g denote the central leaf associated to (X0, λ0). Since C
′
is smooth the Barsotti-Tate group X0 := Auniv[p∞]|C′ is completely slope divisible
([Man05] § 3). We denote by X i0 and X
i
0 the respective isoclinic subquotients of X0
and X0.
3. Almost product structure in the Siegel moduli space
As our construction of the almost product structure for Shimura varieties of
Hodge type will heavily rely on the almost product structure for Siegel moduli
spaces, we recall its construction.
3.1. Construction of the almost product structure. The almost product
structure of Newton strata in the Siegel moduli space is originally due to Oort
[Oor04]. Mantovan generalized this result to Shimura varieties of PEL-type and
gave a more rigorous description in [Man05]. We briefly sketch Mantovan’s con-
struction in the case of the Siegel moduli space. In particular, no claim of originality
is made for this subsection.
Denote by J ′m → C
′ the Igusa variety of level m, that is the scheme parametris-
ing families of isomorphisms jim : X
i
0[p
m]
∼
→ X i0 [p
m] which commute with the po-
larisations and for any m′ > m can be lifted e´tale locally to an isomorphism of the
schemes of pm
′
-torsion points.
Proposition 3.1 ([Man05] Prop. 4). The morphism J ′m → C
′ is finite e´tale and
Galois with Galois group Γ′b,m := im(Aut(X0)→ Aut(X0[p
m])).
Denote by MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′) the Rapoport-Zink space parametrising quasi-isogenies
with source (X0, λ0) and by MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′) its underlying reduced subscheme. For
any pair of integers m1,m2, let MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′)m1,m2 ⊂ MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′) denote the
(closed) subvariety parametrising quasi-isogenies ρ such that pm1ρ and pm2ρ−1 are
isogenies.
Now assumem1+m2 ≤ m and choose N such that the filtration on F ∗pN/kX0[p
m]
induced by the slope filtration splits canonically as in [Man05] Lemma 8. Thus the
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family of isomorphisms (jim) induced by J
′(p−N )
m → J ′m yields an isomorphism
jm : X0[p
m]×J
′(p−N )
m
∼
→ X0[pm]
J
′(p−N )
m
.
Now π′N : J
′(p−N )
m ×MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′)m1,m2 → A b
′
g is constructed as follows. Let
(A, λ, η) be the pullback of (Auniv, λuniv, ηuniv) to J
′(p−N )
m ×MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′)m1,m2 .
Denote by ρ the universal quasi-isogeny over MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′)m1,m2 . We define
A′ := A
/
jm(ker(p
m1ρ)) .
and endow it with the polarisation λ′ and a K ′p-level structure η′p induced by λ
and η, respectively. Then (A′, λ′, η′) defines a morphism
π′N,m,m1,m2 : J
′(p−N )
m ×MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′)m1,m2 → A b
′
g .
The πN,m,m1,m2 satisfy the obvious commutativity relations when varyingN,m,m1,m2.
Proposition 3.2 ([Man05] Prop. 9). The family of morphisms (π′N,m,m1,m2) sat-
isfies the obvious commutativity relations. More precisely, the following identities
hold.
(1) π′N,m,m1,m2 ◦ (Fp/k × id) = π
′
N+1,m,m1,m2
.
(2) Let r′m+1,m : J
′
m+1 ։J
′
m be the canonical projection. Then π
′
N,m−1,m1,m2
◦
(r′m+1,m × id) = π
′
N,m,m1,m2
, where it is assumed that m1 +m2 ≤ m− 1.
(3) Let ι′ : MGSp2g ,µ′(b)
m′1,m
′
2 →֒ MGSp2g ,µ′(b)
m1,m2 the obvious embedding for
m′1 ≤ m1,m
′
2 ≤ m2. Then π
′
N,m,m1,m2
◦ ι = π′N,m′,m′1,m′2
.
Notation 3.3. For the rest of this article, we will abbreviate π′N,m,m1,m2 by π
′
N,m
and assume that one has made a fixed choice of m1,m2 depending on m such
that for varying m the sequences (m1) and (m2) are monotonously increasing and
unbounded.
Proposition 3.4 ([Man05, Prop. 10, 11]). The morphism π′N,m is finite, and sur-
jective if m is big enough.
3.2. The almost product structure of infinite level. Proposition 3.2 tells us
that we can take the limit for N,m→∞ to obtain a morphism
π′∞ : lim←−J
(p−∞)
m ×MGSp,µ′(b
′)→ A b
′
g .
A generalisation of this infinite almost product structure was studied by Caraiani
and Scholze in [CS17, § 4]. The results in this section are a formal consequence of
their work, we will give the proofs where they simplify due to our restriction to the
special fibre or where we will need the technical details to generalise to Shimura
varieties of Hodge type.
We can define the morphism π′∞ directly rather than taking a limit. We define
the Igusa variety of infinite level as J ′∞ := lim←−J
′
m and by r
′
∞ := lim←−
r′m : L
′
∞ → C
′
the canonical projection. As a consequence of the moduli description of the finite
level Igusa varieties, we obtain that J ′∞ parametrises families of isomorphisms
X i0
∼
→ X i0 . We denote by j
i,univ
∞ the universal isomorphisms over J
′
∞. As the slope
filtration splits canonically over perfect schemes, the ji,univ∞ s induce a universal
isomorphism
j = ⊕ji,univ∞ : X0 ×J
′(p−∞)
∞
∼
→ X
0,J
′(p−∞)
∞
Lemma 3.5 ([CS17, Prop. 4.3.8]). J
′(p−∞)
∞ is the moduli space of isomorphisms
(X0, λ)
∼
→ (Auniv[p∞], λuniv) and j is the universal object.
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Thus we can repeat the above construction. Let ρuniv be the universal quasi-
isogeny over MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′) and (A, λ, η) the pullback of (Auniv, λuniv, ηuniv) to
J
′(p−∞)
∞ × MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′). Now, Zariski-locally there exists an integer m1 such
that pm1ρuniv is an isogeny. By glueing A/j(ker pm1ρ) over a suitable Zariski cov-
ering, we obtain a polarised Abelian variety over J
′(p−∞)
∞ ×MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′) with K′p
level structure. The induced a morphism
J ′(p
−∞)
∞ ×MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′)→ A b
′
g .
is identical to π′∞ since their moduli descriptions coincide.
In order to describe the geometric properties of the almost product structure,
we need to derive some results about constant Barsotti-Tate groups, i.e. Barsotti-
Tate groups which descend to the spectrum of an algebraically closed field. In the
following let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p.
Lemma 3.6. Let X,Y be Barsotti-Tate groups over k and let S be an integral
k-scheme. Then the morphism Hom(X,Y )→ Hom(XS , YS) induced by pullback is
an isomorphism.
Proof. The injectivity of the morphism is a direct consequence of fpqc descent. To
prove surjectivity, let ϕ ∈ Hom(XS , YS). In the case where S = Spec k0 is the
spectrum of a perfect field, it follows from Dieudonne´ theory that ϕ is defined over
k (see for example [RR96, Lemma 3.9]). If k0 is a non-perfect field, then there exists
a ϕ0 ∈ Hom(X,Y ) such that after base change to the perfection k
(p−∞)
0 we have
ϕ
k
(p−∞)
0
= ϕ
0,k
(p−∞)
0
. It follows by fpqc-descent that ϕ = ϕ0,k. To prove surjectivity
in full generality, let η be the generic point of S and let ϕ0 ∈ Hom(X,Y ) such that
ϕη = ϕ0,η. Since the property of two homomorphisms being equal is closed, it
follows that ϕ = ϕ0,S .

We can deduce the homomorphisms of constant Barsotti-Tate groups over not
necessarily integral schemes from the previous lemma, but still need that the base
scheme is reduced.
Lemma 3.7. Let X,Y be Barsotti-Tate groups over k and let H := Hom(X,Y )
as topological group equipped with the p-adic topology. Then the functor on reduced
k-schemes
(RedSchk)
opp → (Sets)
S 7→ Hom(XS , YS)
is represented by the locally constant k-scheme induced by H.
Proof. Let S be a reduced k-scheme. Giving a morphism φ ∈ Hom(XS , YS) is
equivalent to giving an inductive system of φm ∈ Hom(X [pm], Y [pm]) for m > 0.
By the previous lemma φm can only be lifted to a morphism of Barsotti-Tate
groups only if it is constant on every irreducible component and is hence given by
a morphism
gm : S →
(
H
/
pm
)
k
⊂ Hom(X [pm], Y [pm])
or equivalently by a continuous map
fm : π0(S)→ H
/
pm .
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Altogether, we have a natural bijection
Hom(XS , YS) ∼= lim−→Homcont(π0(S), H/p
m) = Homcont(π0(S), H).

Remark 3.8. There can be a lot more homomorphisms if S is not reduced, see
[CS17, § 4.1].
The following is immediate.
Corollary 3.9. Let X,Y be Barsotti-Tate groups over k and let J := QIsog(X,Y )
be equipped with the p-adic topology. Then the functor
(RedSchk)
opp → (Sets)
S 7→ QIsog(XS , YS)
is represented by the locally constant k-scheme induced by J .
Denote by Γb′ the automorphism group of (X0, λ0) and by Jb′ the group of self-
quasi isogenies equipped with the p-adic topology. When regarded as locally profi-
nite Fp-group schemes, they represent the sheaves Aut(X0, λ0) and AutQ(X0, λ0),
respectively, in the category of reduced schemes by the previous proposition.
The group Jb′ acts on J
′(p−∞)
∞ via
g.(A; j1, . . . , jr) = ((j∗g
−1)(A, λ, η); g∗j).
More explicitly, (j∗g)(A, λ, η) is defined as A
/
j(ker pm2g−1) with the induced ad-
ditional structure where m2 is big enough such that p
m2g−1 is an isogeny. The
isomorphism g∗j is defined as the (unique) morphism such that the following dia-
gram is commutative.
X0 A[p∞]
X0
/
j(ker pm2g−1) = X0 (A
/
j(ker pm2g−1) )[p
∞].
j
pm2g−1
g∗j
Because of our moduli interpretation of Jb′ , this action is continuous.
Remark 3.10. (1) If ρ ∈ Γb′ , then
ρ.(A; j) = (A, j ◦ g)
(2) The Jb′ -action is induced by the Aut(X˜b)-action given in [CS17, Cor. 4.3.5].
In particular, the Jb′-action extends the action of the submonoid Sb′ on the
tower of (finite level) Igusa varieties as constructed in [Man05] § 4. Moreover
Mantovan extends the action of Sb′ to Jb′ on the cohomology, where her and
our Jb′ -action coincide.
It is favourable for our purposes to consider the perfection π
′(p−∞)
∞ of π′∞; we
prove in the proposition below that this makes the morphism weakly e´tale. More
precisely, consider the diagram
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J
′(p−∞)
∞ ×MGSp2g,µ′(b
′)(p
−∞)
C′(p
−∞) ×MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′)(p
−∞) A b
′
g
(p−∞)
r′(p
−∞)
∞
×id pi′(p
−∞)
∞
where (−)(p
−∞) denotes the perfection of (−) over Fp. Note that by construction
r′∞ is Γb′ -invariant and π
′
∞ is Jb′ -invariant.
Proposition 3.11 (cf. [CS17, Prop. 4.3.13]). We have the following results on the
geometry of above correspondence.
(1) r
′(p−∞)
∞ is profinite proe´tale with pro-Galois group Γb′ .
(2) π
′(p−∞)
∞ is a Jb′-torsor for the proe´tale topology.
Proof. The first assertion is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.1. To prove the
second assertion, we first prove that π′∞ is weakly e´tale. As this property is local
on the source, it suffices to show that J
′(p−∞)
∞ ×U → A b
′
g
(p−∞)
is weakly e´tale for
any quasi-compact open subset U . As U is quasi-compact, there exist m1,m2 such
that U ⊂ MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′)m1,m2 (p
−∞). Thus the above morphism factors as
J ′(p
−∞)
∞ × U → J
′(p−∞)
m1+m2 × U → A
b′
g
(p−∞)
Now the left morphism is proe´tale and thus weakly e´tale and the right morphism
is e´tale by [Ham17] Prop. 4.6. Thus their concatenation is also weakly e´tale.
To ease the notation, we write P ′∞ := J
′(p−∞)
∞ ×MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′)(p
−∞) and denote
by a′ : Jb′ ×P ′∞ → P
′
∞ the Jb′ -action constructed above. To prove that π
′
∞ is a
Jb′ -torsor, we have to show that
pr2×a
′ : Jb′ ×P
′
∞ → P
′
∞ ×S b
′(p−∞)
G
P ′∞
is an isomorphism. The fact that it is a monomorphism follows from the fact that
the action of Jb′ is faithful. So let S be a perfect scheme and (P1, P2) be an S-valued
point of the right hand side, i.e. P1 = (A1, λ1, η1, j1; ρ1) and P2 = (A2, λ2, η2, j2; ρ2)
with common image (A3, λ3, η3) under π
′
∞. Then there exists a (unique) quasi-
isogeny g ∈ Jb′(S) such that the diagram
X0,S X0,S
A1[p∞] A3[p∞] A2[p∞]
g
j1 j2
j1∗ρ1 j2∗ρ2
commutes, i.e. such that (pr2×a
′)(g, P1) = (P1, P2). 
4. Almost product structure in Shimura varieties of Hodge type
The almost product structure of S bG will be constructed as a suitable lift of π
′
N,m
and π′∞, respectively. Before that, we define the factors of the product. For this we
keep the notation of the precious sections. Recall that we fixed a completely slope
divisible Barsotti-Tate group with crystalline Tate tensors (X0, λ0, t0,α) inside the
the isogeny class corresponding to b.
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4.1. Igusa varieties. We define the perfect infinite level Igusa variety over C as
the locus J∞
(p−∞) ⊂ (J ′∞ ×C′ C)
(p−∞) where t0,α = j
∗tG,α for every α. In other
words, J∞
(p−∞) parametrises the isomorphisms (X0, λ0, t0,α) ∼= (AG, λG, tG,α).
Assuming for a moment that this gives us a well-defined scheme, we define the
Igusa varieties as
J∞ := im(J
(p−∞)
∞ → J
′
∞ ×C′ C)
Jm := im(J
(p−∞)
∞ → J
′
m ×C′ C).
Proposition 4.1. Let Γb ⊂ Γb′ the topological subgroup of elements stabilising t0,α
for every α.
(1) J
(p−∞)
∞ is a closed union of connected components of (J ′∞ ×C′ C)
(p−∞) .
(2) J∞ → C is profinite proe´tale with Galois group Γb.
(3) The morphism rm : Jm → C is finite e´tale with Galois group Γb,m := im(Γb →
End(X0[p
m])).
Proof. Since the pullback of X0 is a constant Barsotti-Tate group, the tensors t0,α
and j∗tG,α are morphisms of constant F -crystals. By [RR96, Lemma 3.9] they
are thus locally constant themselves, hence J
(p−∞)
∞ is a union of connected com-
ponents. Now by construction, Γb′ acts on π0(J ′∞ ×C′ C) and the orbits are in
canonical bijection with π0(C). In particular, there are only finitely many orbits.
Within each Γb′ -orbit, there is a unique Γb-orbit which contains all the connected
components contained in J
(p−∞)
∞ . As Γb is a closed subgroup of Γb′ , it follows that
the set of connected components of J
(p−∞)
∞ is a closed subspace of π0(J ′∞×C′ C).
Hence J∞
(p−∞) ⊂ (J ′∞ ×C′ C)
(p−∞) is a closed union of connected components.
The second and third assertion follow from the first and the fact that Γb acts simply
transitively on the fibres of J∞ → C. 
4.2. Rapoport-Zink spaces of Hodge type. In this section we recall the notion
of Rapoport-Zink spaces of Hodge type. Our main reference is [HP17] (see also
[Kim13]).
Definition 4.2 ([HP17, Def. 2.3.3]). Let (ANilpfsm) denote the category of formally
smooth formally finitely generated Z˘p-algebras A such that p is nilpotent in A.
Define
RZX0,λ0,t0,α : ANilp
fsm → (Set)
A 7→ {(X,λ, tα, ρ)}/∼= ,
where (X,λ, tα) is a polarised Barsotti-Tate group with crystalline Tate tensors over
A and ρ : X0 ⊗ A/p → X ⊗ A/p a quasi-isogeny respecting additional structures
such that the following compatibility criteria are met.
(a) The sheaf of isomorphisms
Isom((D(X), λ, tα), (D(X0), λ0, t0,α))
is a crystal of G
Z˘p
-torsors w.r.t. the natural G
Z˘p
-action.
(b) E´tale locally, we have D(X)A ∼=MA compatible with additional structure such
that the image of the Hodge filtration Fil1 ⊂ D(X)A is induced by a cocharacter
conjugate to µ.
Theorem 4.3 ([HP17, Thm. 3.2.1]). The functor RZX0,λ0,t0,α is representable by
a formally smooth formal scheme MG,µ(b) over Spf Z˘p, which is formally of finite
type.
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The canonical morphismMG,µ(b)→MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′) is a closed embedding ([HP17,
Prop. 3.2.11]); we identify MG,µ(b) with its image. It is stable under the action
of Jb ⊂ Jb′ by [HP17, Thm. 3.2.1]. We will work with its underlying reduced
subscheme MG,µ(b).
Moreover, MG,µ(b) is equipped with a morphism Θx : MG,µ(b)→ S bG for every
x ∈ J∞(Fp), which can be described as follows. For x′ ∈ J ′∞(Fp) denote by x
′
m
its image in J ′m(Fp) and let
Θ′x′,m := πN,m|{x′m}×MGSp2g,µ′(b
′)m1,m2 : MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′)m1,m2 → A b
′
g
and define Θ′x′ : MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′) → A b
′
g as their limit (see also [RZ96, Thm 6.21]).
If x′ is the image of a point x ∈ J∞(Fp), then Θ′x′|MG,µ(b) factorizes through
S −G . The morphism Θx is defined as the unique lift of Θ
′
x′|MG,µ(b)
such that
Θ∗x(AG[p
∞], λG, tG,α) is the universal Barsotti-Tate group with crystalline Tate
tensors over MG,µ(b) (see [HP17, § 3.2], in particular Lemma 3.2.6 and Remark
3.2.14 for existence, [Kis17, Prop. 1.3.11] for uniqueness). Note that the restriction
Θx,m of Θx to MG,µ(b)m1,m2 := MG,µ(b) ∩M
m1,m2
GSp2g ,µ
′ depends only on the image
of x in Jm(Fp). In the following, we will also use the notion Θx,m for x ∈ Jm(Fp).
The assumption that X0 is completely slope divisible was not used in the con-
struction of RZX0,λ0,t0,α above (nor was it used in [HP17]). However, note that the
isomorphism class of RZX0,λ0,t0,α does only depend on the choice of (X0, λ0, t0,α)
inside its isogeny class; thus we can make this assumption without losing generality.
Indeed, if (X,λ, tα) is a Barsotti-Tate group with crystalline Tate tensors over Fp
such that its Dieudonne´ crystal is isomorphic to (M
Z˘p
, ψ ⊗ 1, sα ⊗ 1), choose an
isogeny ϕ : (X,λ, tα)→ (X0, λ0, tα,0) with X0 completely slope divisible. Then we
have a canonical isomorphism
RZX0,λ0,t0,α
∼
→ RZX,λ,tα
ρ 7→ ρ ◦ ϕ,
in particular we can identify their underlying reduced subschemes. Moreover, for
any pair z = (z0, i) with z0 ∈ S bG(Fp) and i : (X,λ, tα)
∼
→ (AG,z0 [p
∞], λG,z0 , tG,α,z0)
the characterizing property of Θz implies
(4.1) Θz = Θx
where x ∈ J∞(Fp) given as follows. Its image in SG,0 equals Θz(ϕ) and we choose
the isomorphism such that
X AG,z0 [p
∞]
X0 AG,Θz(ϕ) AG,z0
/
kerϕ
∼
i
ϕ
∼ ∼
commutes.
4.3. Construction of the correspondence. Let π−N,m : J
(p−N )
m ×MG,µ(b)m1,m2 →
A b
′
g,0 be the pullback of π
′
N,m. We define a lift to S
b
G on Fp-points by
πN,m(x, y) = Θx,m(y).
We already know that the restriction of πN,m to {x}×MG,µ(b)m1,m2 is a morphism
of varieties. As the next step, we show that Hy,N := π
N,m|J
(p−N )
m ×{y}
is morphism
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of varieties. For this, we study the possible lifts of a morphism with normal source
to the normalisation of the target.
Proposition 4.4. Let ν : S˜ → S be an integral birational morphism of schemes.
Given a quasi-compact morphism f : T → S with T irreducible, we fix an irreducible
component T0 of T˜ := T ×S S˜ which maps surjectively onto T . Then the restriction
ν0 : T0 → T of the pull-back νT of ν is again integral and birational. Moreover, we
have a bijection
{T0 ⊂ T˜ irred. comp. | ν(T0) = T } ↔ {T
′ ⊂ S˜ irreducible, closed | ν(T ′) = f(T )}
T0 7→ fS˜(T0)
Proof. As the property of being integral is stable under base change and composi-
tion, ν0 is integral. To show birationality, consider the scheme-theoretic images W
and W0 of T in S and T0 in S˜, respectively. Then W0 is an irreducible component
of W ×S S˜ which maps surjectively onto W . Thus it suffices to show the assertion
in the following two cases.
(a) T → S is a closed immersion
(b) T → S is dominant.
Then (a) proves that W0 → W is integral, birational and substituting S =W, S˜ =
W0 in (b) implies our assertion.
In the first case, assume without loss of generality that T and S are reduced
and affine, say S = SpecR, S˜ = SpecA and T = SpecR/p. Then T0 = SpecA/P
where P is a prime lying over p. As ν0 is clearly dominant, it suffices to show
that the induced morphism of fraction fields Q(R/p) →֒ Q(A/P) is surjective.
Indeed, for any r mod Ps mod P ∈ Q(A/P) write r =
r1
r2
mod P, s = s1s2 mod P with
r1, r2, s1, s2 ∈ R; now
r mod P
s mod P
=
r1/r2 mod P
s1/s2 mod P
=
r1s2 mod P
s1r2 mod P
∈ Q(R/p).
In the second case, the generic fibre of T˜ over T is the base change of the generic
fibre of S˜ over S. As the ν induces an isomorphism on the generic fibre, so does
νT . Thus, there exists a unique top-dimensional component T0 of T˜ and ν0 is
birational. 
Corollary 4.5. Let f : T → S be a quasi-compact morphism of schemes and assume
that T is normal. Let ν : S˜ → S be an integral birational morphism. Then we have
a one-to-one correspondence.
{f˜ : T → S˜ | ν ◦ f˜ = f} ↔ {(T ′C)C⊂T conn. comp. | T
′
C ⊂ S˜ irred. closed, ν(T
′
C) = f(C)}
f˜ 7→ (f˜(C))
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that T is irreducible and denote T˜ :=
T ×S S˜. We have a sequence of bijections
{f˜ : T → S˜ | ν ◦ f˜ = f} ↔ {s : T → T˜ | νT ◦ s = id}
↔ {T0 ⊂ T irreducible component | νT (T0) = T }
↔ {T ′ ⊂ S˜ irreducible, closed | ν(T ′) = f(T )}.
The first bijection is given by the universal property of the fibre product T ×S S˜.
For the second bijection note that for every T0 ⊂ T˜ of the right hand side, the
restriction T0 → T is integral and birational by the previous proposition and hence
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an isomorphism as T is normal. In particular there exists a unique section T → T0.
The third bijection is the last assertion of the previous proposition. 
As Jm is smooth and thus in particular normal, we can apply the last corollary
to construct a lift Hy,N,(xJ) of π
−
N,m|J
(p−N )
m ×{y}
as follows: For each connected
component J ⊂ J
(p−N )
m we fix a closed point xJ ∈ J . Let x
+
J := πN,m(xJ , y)
and x−J := νSh(x
+
J ). Using the identification of Proposition 2.4, π
−
N,m maps J
∧
xJ ×
{y} onto the central leaf of Def(Auniv[p∞]x−J
, λuniv
x−
J
, tG,α,x+J
) by [Ham17, Prop. 4.6].
Thus π−N,m(J ×{y}) is its closure in S
−
G,0, which is the image of the closure C(xJ )
of the central leaf in Def(AG[p∞]x+
J
, λG,x+
J
, tG,α,x+
J
) in SG,0. Note that C(xJ ) is the
connected component of a central leaf containing x+J . By Corollary 4.5 the family
(C(xJ ))J⊂Jm irr. comp. yields a lift Hy,N,(xJ) of π
−
N,m|J
(p−N )
m ×{y}
.
Proposition 4.6. Let ρy be the quasi-isogeny corresponding to y ∈ MG,µ(b)(Fp)
and denote by ρIg,y the quasi-isogeny given by
pm1ρIg,y : A
G,J
(p−N )
M
[p∞]։ AG,J (p−N )
M
[p∞]
/
jm(ker(p
m1ρy)) = H
∗
y,N,(xJ)
AG[p
∞].
(1) The family of crystalline Tate tensors ρ∗Ig,ytG,α coincide with the natural crys-
talline Tate tensors on A
G,J
(pN )
m
.
(2) Hy,N,(xJ) = Hy,N , in particular the lift is independent of the choice of the
points xJ .
Proof. By the rigidity of crystals it suffices to show the equality of the crystalline
Tate tensors in one point of each connected component. Indeed, they are equal over
xJ by construction. The second part follows directly from [Kis17, Prop. 1.3.11],
where Kisin shows that the crystalline Tate tensors determine a point in a fibre of
νSh uniquely. 
So far we have shown that the restriction of πN,m to subvarieties of the form
J(p−N ) × {y} and {x} ×MG,µ(b) is a morphism of varieties. We now deduce the
general result.
Theorem 4.7. πN,m is a morphism of varieties.
Proof. Denote T˜ := (J
(p−N )
m ×MG,µ(b)m1,m2)×S−
G
SG and let νT : T˜ → J
(p−N )
m ×
MG,µ(b)m1,m2 be the canonical projection. Via the universal properties of the fibre
product, πN,m induces a (set-theoretical) section s : (J
(p−N )
m ×MG,µ(b)m1,m2)(Fp)→
T˜ (Fp). We have to show that s is a morphism of varieties.
For this it suffices to show that νT is locally an isomorphism at s(x, y) for every
(x, y) ∈ (J
(p−N )
m × MG,µ(b)m1,m2)(Fp). Indeed, in this case it there exists a
unique section (in the set- and scheme-theoretic sense) in a neighbourhood U of
(x, y) mapping (x, y) 7→ s(x, y). By uniqueness this section must be given by s|U .
As these neighbourhoods cover J
(p−N )
m ×MG,µ(b)m1,m2 , the claim follows.
First, we show that νT induces an isomorphism of formal neighbourhoods at
s(x, y), i.e. it is e´tale at s(x, y). For this it suffices to show that the restriction π−N,m
to the formal neighbourhood of (x, y) in J
(p−N )
m ×MG,µ(b)m1,m2 factorizes through
S ∧GpiN,m(x,y) ⊂ S
−∧
Gpi−
N,m
(x,y)
. Since the formal neighbourhood in a Igusa variety is
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identified with the central leaf in the deformation space under the isomorphism of
Proposition 2.4, this follows from [Ham17, Prop. 4.5].
Thus it suffices to show the restriction of νT to the stalk at s(x, y) induces a bi-
rational morphism, as any finite e´tale birational morphism is an isomorphism. By
Proposition 4.4 the restriction of νT to irreducible components is birational, so it
suffices to show that νT induces a bijection of irreducible components of the stalks.
This is obvious over the smooth locus as in this case the irreducible components
of the stalk are in canonical one-to-one correspondence with the irreducible com-
ponents of the formal neighbourhood. For the general case we need the following
result.
Let Z1 ⊂ J
(p−N )
m , Z2 ⊂ MG,µ(b)m1,m2 be irreducible components. Then there
exists a unique irreducible component of T˜ containing s(Z1(Fp)×Z2(Fp)). Indeed,
let z1 ∈ Z1(Fp) and z2 ∈ Z2(Fp) be smooth points. As s defines an isomorphism of
varieties in a neighbourhood of (z1, z2), its image s(z1, z2) is also a smooth point
and thus contained in a unique irreducible component Z ⊂ T˜ . Since the restriction
s|Z1(Fp)×{z2} is a morphism of varieties we have s(Z1(Fp) × {z2}) ⊂ Z(Fp). Now
s(Z1(Fp) × {z2}) lies in the smooth locus, as Z1 is smooth. Thus we can apply
the same argument again, this time varying the second coordinate, and obtain
s(Z1(Fp)× Z2(Fp)) ⊂ Z(Fp).
Denote by Irr(·) the set of irreducible components of a scheme. Consider the
diagram
Irr(T˜∧s(x,y)) Irr(T˜s(x,y))
Irr((J
(p−N )
m ×MG,µ(b)
m1,m2)(x,y))
∧) Irr((J
(p−N )
m ×MG,µ(b)
m1,m2)(x,y))
∼
where the right most arrow is the section which maps (Z1, Z2) to Z in the above
construction. As both squares commute, one sees easily that the right arrows must
be bijections. 
The geometric properties of πN,m follow readily from the analogue properties of
π′N,m.
Proposition 4.8. πN,m is finite, and surjective for m big enough.
Proof. Let z ∈ SG(Fp) be arbitrary. We choose an isogeny ϕ : (AG,z, λG,z, tG,α,z)→
(X0, λ0, t0,α); by [Sch11, Lemma 4.4] we can choose ϕ such that ϕ
−1 ∈ MG,µ(b)0,m
where m does not depend on z. By (4.1) we have
z = Θx(ϕ
−1)
for some x ∈ Jm. The finiteness from Proposition 3.4. As π′N,m is finite, so is
π−N,m. Thus πN,m is finite as finiteness is satisfies the cancellation property (see for
example [Sta, Tag 035D, (a)]). 
Proposition 4.9. (1) πN,m ◦ (FJm/k × id) = πN+1,m
(2) Let rm+1,m : Jm+1 ։Jm be the canonical projection. Then πN,m−1◦(rm+1,m×
id) = πN,m, where its is assumed that m1 +m2 ≤ m− 1.
(3) Let ι : MG,µ(b)m
′
1,m
′
2 →֒ MG,µ(b)m1,m2 the obvious embedding for m′1 ≤ m1,m
′
2 ≤
m2. Then πN,m,m1,m2 ◦ ι = πN,m′,m′1,m′2 .
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Proof. It suffices to check these properties on Fp points. Here they are an easy
consequence of the equality πN,m(x, y) = Θx(y). 
4.4. The almost product structure of infinite level. Let Jb ⊂ J ′b the topolog-
ical subgroup of elements which stabilise the family (t0,α). We view Jb as locally
profinite group scheme over Fp.
Proposition 4.10. The canonical morphism J
(p−∞)
∞ → J
′(p−∞)
∞ is a closed em-
bedding with Jb-stable image. More explicitly, for any g ∈ Jb, x = (x0; j) ∈ J∞(Fp)
the Jb action is given by
(4.2) g.x = (Φx(g
−1); (g−1)∗j).
Proof. Let x′ = (A, λ, η; j) ∈ J ′∞(Fp), then any lift x ∈ J∞(Fp) satisfies tG,α,x =
j∗t0,α. Hence any such lift, if it exists, is unique by [Kis17, Cor. 1.3.11]. Thus
J∞ → J ′∞ is injective on closed geometric points and hence universally injective
as the Igusa varieties are Jacobson. Since it is finite, J∞ → J ′∞ is a universal
homeomorphism onto its (closed) image. As a universal homeomorphism of perfect
schemes is an isomorphism by [BS17, Lemma 3.8], J
(p−∞)
∞ → J
′(p−∞)
∞ is a closed
embedding. The second assertion follows from the fact that for any g ∈ J ′b, x =
(x0; j) ∈ J∞(Fp) the J
′
b-action is given by
g.x = (Φ′x(g
−1); (g−1)∗j),
which is obviously lifted by (4.2). 
Let π∞ : J
(p−∞)
∞ ×MG,µ(b) → S bG,0 be the limit of πN,m for N,m → ∞. By
Proposition 4.9 this is well-defined.
Proposition 4.11. The morphism π
(p−∞)
∞ is a Jb-torsor for the proe´tale topology
Proof. Recall that for any x ∈ Jm(Fp) and any interior point y ∈ MG,µ(b)
m1,m2
the isomorphism in Proposition 2.4 identifies the restriction of πN,m to the formal
neighbourhood at (x, y) with the almost product structure considered in [Ham17].
Thus it follows that π
(p−∞)
∞ is weakly e´tale by the same argument as in Propo-
sition 3.11 for π′∞. Since the source of π∞ is Jacobson, it suffices to check its
Jb-invariance on Fp-points. For (x, y) ∈ (J∞ ×Mb,µ(b))(Fp) and g ∈ Jb one has
π∞(g.(x, y)) = Θg.x(g.y)
(4.1)
= Θx(y) = π∞(x, y).
Here (4.1) is applied to (X,λ, tα) = (X0, λ0, t0,α) and φ = g.
To ease the notation, we write P∞ := (J∞ × MG,µ(b))(p
−∞) and denote by
a : Jb ×P∞ → P∞ the Jb-action. We have to show that
pr2×a : Jb ×P∞ → P∞ ×S b (p−∞)
G,0
P∞
is an isomorphism. Since the target is reduced and Jacobson, it suffices to show
that
(a) pr2×a is a closed embedding and
(b) pr2×a is surjective on Fp-points.
The first assertion follows directly from the commutative diagram
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Jb ×P∞ P∞ ×S (p−∞)
G,0
P∞
Jb′ ×P ′∞ P
′
∞ ×A (p−∞)g
P ′∞.
pr2 ×a
closed
embedding
∼
pr2 ×a
′
The second assertion is equivalent to the claim that any two points (x, y), (u,w) ∈
P∞(Fp) with the same image under π∞ lie in the same Jb orbit. Indeed π∞(x, y) =
π∞(u,w) implies π
′
∞(x, y) = π
′
∞(u,w), thus there exists a g ∈ Jb′ such that
g.(u,w) = (x, y). More precisely, g is the concatenation X0
y
−→ AG,pi∞(x,y)[p
∞] =
AG,pi∞(u,w)[p
∞]
w−1
−→ X0. Thus g fixes t0,α for every α, i.e. g ∈ Jb. 
5. Relation with the Caraiani-Scholze product structure
5.1. Construction of the product structure in the Siegel moduli space.
We briefly sketch the construction of the product structure of Caraiani and Scholze
for the Siegel moduli space as presented in [CS17, § 4].
We fix a lift (X˜0, λ˜0) of (X0, λ0) over OE . Since J
′(p−∞)
∞ is a perfect scheme,
there exists it can be uniquely extended to a flat formal scheme Igb
′
over Spf Z˘p;
more explicitely, its structure sheaf is given by U 7→ W (O
J
′(p−∞)
∞
(U)). We define
the extension r˜′∞ : Ig
b
′
→ Ag of r∞ as the morphism parametrising isomorphisms
(Auniv[p∞], λuniv) ∼= (X˜0, λ˜0) ([CS17, Lemma 4.3.10]). Moreover, we define the
set-valued functor Xb
′
which maps an OE -algebra R with p ∈ R nilpotent to
Xb
′
(R) := {(A, λ, η; ρ) | (A, λ, η) ∈ Ag(R), ρ : (A[p
∞], λ)⊗R/p→ (X0, λ0)⊗R/p quasi-isogeny}.
Now consider the morphism Igb
′
×MGSp2g ,µ′ → X
b
′
mapping (A, λ, η; j), (X , ρ) ∈
(Igb
′
×MG,µ(b′))(R) to (A′, λ′, η′; ρ) which is constructed as follows. We lift ρ to
R and choose m big enough such that pmρ is an isogeny. We endow
A′ := A
/
j(ker(pmρ))
with the polarisation λ′ and K ′p-level structure η′ induced by λ and η, respectively.
We denote by ρ′ : X0 → A′ the quasi-isogeny such that the diagram
X0 A[p∞] A′[p∞]
j
pmρ′
commutes.
Proposition 5.1 ([CS17, Lemma 4.3.12]). The above morphism Igb
′
×MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′)→
Xb
′
is an isomorphism.
Let π˜′∞ denote the concatenation Ig
b
′
×MGSp2g ,µ′
∼
→ Xb
′ can.
−→ Ag.
5.2. The local product structure. Since the m-adic topology on the stalks of
Igb
′
×MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′) is not separable, considering their completions would be un-
rewarding. Instead, we consider the following construction.
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Definition 5.2. Let A be an R-algebra where R is Noetherian and I ⊂ A be an
ideal. The restricted I-adic completion of A relative to R is defined as
Aˆ = lim−→ Aˆλ
where A = lim−→Aλ is a filtered colimit with Aλ finitely presented over R and Aˆλ
denotes their completion with respect to the preimage Iλ of I in Aλ.
The restricted completion has the advantage that it has similar properties as the
completion of Noetherian rings.
Lemma 5.3. Let R be a Noetherian ring, A an R-algebra and I an ideal of
A.
(1) The restricted completion Aˆ does not depend on the choice of the Aλ. In
particular, if A is of finite presentation over R, Aˆ is just the I-adic completion
of A.
(2) A→ Aˆ is flat.
(3) Let B be a finite A-algebra, J = IB and Bˆ the restricted completion of B
relative to R. Then Bˆ = B ⊗A Aˆ.
(4) The image of Spec Aˆ in SpecA is the completion of V (I), i.e. the pro-open
subset of all points which specialise to a point in V (I).
(5) If A is local with maximal ideal I, then for any ideal J ⊂ A we have Aˆ ·J ∩A =
J .
Proof. Assume that A = lim−→Aλ = lim−→Bµ where Aλ and Bµ are finitely presented
R-algebras. Thus for any λ there exists a µ(λ) such that the canonical morphism
Aλ → A factorises over Bµ(λ) and for any µ there exists a λ(µ) such that Bµ → A
factorises overAλ(µ). Since the morphisms are continuous, they induce a morphisms
φλ : Aˆλ → Bˆµ and ψµ : Bˆµ → Aˆλ. Since the diagrams
Aˆλ(µ(λ)) Bˆµ(λ(µ))
Bˆµ(λ) Aˆλ(µ)
Aˆλ Bˆµ
ψµ(λ)
φλ(µ)
can.
φλ
ψµ
can.
commute, taking the limit of (φλ) and (ψµ) yields two mutually inverse isomor-
phisms lim−→Aˆλ
∼= lim−→Bˆµ. The second assertion follows from Aˆ = lim−→Aˆλ = lim−→A⊗Aλ
Aˆλ, as the limit of flat A-modules is flat. To prove the third assertion, write
A = lim−→Aλ, B = lim−→Bλ such that each Bλ is a finite Aλ-algebra. Then
Bˆ = lim−→B ⊗Bλ Bˆλ = lim−→B ⊗Aλ Aˆλ = B ⊗ Aˆ.
The forth assertion is a direct consequence of the analogous assertion for Aλ → Aˆλ.
To see the last assertion, let A′λ be the localisation of Aλ at I ∩ Aλ. Note that A
and Aˆ are the limits of A′λ and Aˆ
′
λ, respectively. Now Krull’s intersection theorem
gives
Aˆ′λ · (J ∩ Aλ) = J ∩ Aλ,
which yields Aˆ · J ∩A = J after taking the limit. 
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We deduce the following analogue of [Mum88, § III.5, Thm.3].
Corollary 5.4. Let φ : (A,m)→ (B, n) be a local homomorphism of finite type of
R-algebras such that the induced field extension of residue fields φ : A/m → B/n
and the induced morphism φˆ : Aˆ→ Bˆ are isomorphisms. Then φ is e´tale.
Proof. Since φ is an isomorphism, we have ΩB/A ⊗ A/m = 0 by part (5) of above
lemma, hence φ is formally unramified (and thus unramified) by Nakayama’s lemma.
Since φˆ is an isomorphism, parts (2) and (4) of the above lemma moreover imply
that φ is flat and the claim follows. 
Definition 5.5. We define the restricted formal neighbourhood of a formal scheme
X over Spf Z˘p at a point x as the restricted mX,x-adic completion of OX,x relative
to Z˘p.
Let x˜0 ∈ J∞(k), with images x0 ∈ C(k), x′0 ∈ C
′(k) and x ∈ MG,µ(b)(k) with
corresponding quasi-isogeny ρ : (X0, λ0, t0,α) → (X,λ, tα). Denote by (X loc0 , λ
loc
0 )
and (X loc, λloc) the universal deformations of (X0, λ0) and (X,λ), respectively.
The canonical isomorphism A ∧g,x′0
∼
→ Def(X0, λ0) identifies the fibre of r˜′∞ over the
formal neighbourhood with the formal scheme C′∞
Γb′ parametrising isomorphisms
j : X˜0
∼
→ X loc0 . The restricted formal neighbourhood of x˜0 in Ig
b
′
is thus given by
a connected component C′∞ ⊂ C
′
∞
Jb′ . Hence the restriction of π˜′∞ to the restricted
formal neighbourhood at the closed points corresponds to a morphism
π˜′∞,loc : C
′
∞ ×MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′)∧x → Def(X,λ).
Remark 5.6. Denote by ρloc the restriction of the universal quasi-isogeny over
MGSp2g ,µ′ . Then we have
(5.1) π˜′∗∞,locX
loc = X0
/
ker ρloc .
One cannot use this relation directly to define π˜′∞,loc via the moduli description
of Def(X,λ) since its source is not formally of finite type. However, one can
define it as the limit of the following morphisms on “finite level”. Let C′m be
the scheme theoretic image of C∞ in the formal scheme parametrising isomor-
phisms jm : X˜0[p
m]
∼
→ X loc0 [p
m]. Note that C′m is finite over Def(X0, λ0). Let
I′m ⊂ MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′)∧x be the locus where there exist m1,m2 with m1 + m2 ≤ m
such that pm1ρloc and pm2ρloc are isogenies. Then X loc0,C′m/jm(ker p
m1ρloc) is a de-
formation of X and thus induces a morphism
π˜′m,loc : C
′
m×ˆI
′
m → Def(X,λ).
Finally, we can construct the local version of the product structure for Shimura
varieties of Hodge type. Let Igb be the (unique) flat lift of J
(p−∞)
b over Spf Z˘p. In
terms of the identification of Proposition 2.4, the restricted formal neighbourhood
of Igb at x˜0 corresponds to the preimage C∞ ⊂ C′∞ of Def(X0, λ0, t0,α)
Lemma 5.7. The restriction π∞,loc of π
′
∞,loc to C∞×MG,µ(b)
∧
x factorises through
Def(X,λ, tα).
Proof. First note that because of the formal smoothness of the Rapoport-Zink space
and the central leaf we have an abstract isomorphism
C∞ ×MG,µ(b)
∧
x
∼= Spf Z˘p[[x
1/p∞
1 , . . . , x
1/p∞
d , y1, . . . , yn]]
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for some d, n. Since Def(X,λ) is formally of finite presentation π˜∞,loc factorises
through Spf Z˘p[[x
1/pN
1 , . . . , x
1/pN
d , y1, . . . yn]] for some N . By Faltings’ criterion (see
e.g. [Kim13, Thm. 3.6]) it suffices to show that (5.1) respects crystalline Tate ten-
sors. This is a direct consequence of (a slight generalisation of) [Ham17, Prop. 2.16].

5.3. The product structure over Shimura varieties of Hodge type. Since
the formal schemes we consider are not formally of finite type, we need to consider
a larger class of test objects than the formally smooth, formally finitely generated
Z˘p-algebras used in [HP17].
Definition 5.8. Let m ∈ N∪ {∞} and A be a p-adically complete Z˘p/pm-algebra.
(1) A is called perfectly formally finitely generated if there exist positive integers
r1, r, s1, s such that A can be written as a quotient of
Z˘p
/
pm [[x1, . . . , xr1 , x
1/p∞
r1+1
, . . . , x1/p
∞
r ]][y1, . . . , ys1 , y
1/p∞
s1+1
, . . . , y1/p
∞
s ]
(2) A is called essentially perfectly formally finitely generated if it is the p-adic
completion of an inde´tale algebra over some perfectly formally finitely gener-
ated Z˘p/p
m algebra.
(3) A is called essentially smooth if it is essentially perfectly formally finitely gen-
erated and its restricted completion at any maximal ideal is isomorphic to the
p-adic completion of Z˘p
/
pm [[x1, . . . , xr1 , x
1/p∞
r1+1
, . . . , x
1/p∞
r ]] for some r, r1.
(4) Denote by Nilpes
Z˘p
the full category of Z˘p-modules which are p
m-torsion and
essentially smooth as Z˘p/p
m-algebras for some m ∈ N.
Example 5.9. (1) If A is a formally finitely generated Z˘p/p
m-algebra, it is essen-
tially smooth if and only if it is formally smooth.
(2) If A is a formally finitely generated smooth Fp-algebra, then A
(p−∞) is essen-
tially smooth.
We extend the notion of essential smoothness to formal schemes.
Definition 5.10. A formal scheme X over SpfW is called essentially smooth (resp.
locally perfectly formally of finite type, locally essentially perfectly formally of finite
type) if it is Zariski locally of the form Spf A where A is an essentially smooth Z˘p-
algebra (resp. perfectly formally of finite type, essentially perfectly formally of finite
type).
Using the usual Yoneda argument, one checks that any essentially smooth formal
Z˘p-scheme is uniquely determined by its functor of points restricted to the full
subcategory of affine formal schemes whose ring of global sections lies in Nilpes
Z˘p
.
Lemma 5.11. The formal schemes MG,µ(b) and Ig
b are essentially smooth.
Proof. Since MG,µ(b) is formally smooth and locally formally of finite type by
[HP17, Prop. 3.2.7], it follows from the example above that it is essentially smooth.
To see that Igb is essentially smooth denote by Igm the (unique) flat lift of J
(p−∞)
m
over SpfW . Then Igm is perfectly formally of finite type and moreover the lift
Igm+1 → Igm is e´tale since it is the unique lift to a morphism of flat formal schemes
over Spf Z˘p and the existence of an e´tale lift is guaranteed by [Sta, 04DZ]. Thus
Igb is essentially perfectly formally of finite type. By construction the restricted
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local neighbourhood x at a closed point of Igb equals the limit of restricted formal
neighbourhoods of the image of x in Igm. As a consequence of Corollary 5.4 all
transition morphisms of this limit are isomorphisms; thus it suffices to check that
Ig0 is essentially smooth. Since the formal neighbourhood of C = J0 at a closed
point is isomorphic to Fp[[x1, . . . , x2〈ρ,ν〉]], the restricted formal neighbourhood of
its perfection equals Fp[[x
1/p∞
1 , . . . , x
1/p∞
2〈ρ,ν〉]]. Thus the restricted completion of Ig0
(and thus also Igb) at a closed point is
W (Fp[[x
1/p∞
1 , . . . , x
1/p∞
2〈ρ,ν〉]]) = Z˘p[[x
1/p∞
1 , . . . , x
1/p∞
2〈ρ,ν〉]]
∧ p−adic

Proposition 5.12. (1) There exists a unique lift π˜∞ : Ig
b ×MG,µ(b) → SG of
π˜′∞ whose restriction to the underlying reduced subscheme equals π∞.
(2) Let Xb be the subfunctor of Xb
′
/SG
, evaluated on objects in Nilpes
Z˘p
, given by the
additional assumption that the quasi-isogeny ρ respects crystalline Tate tensors.
Then the pullback of Igb
′
× MGSp2g ,µ′
∼
→ Xb
′
restricts to an isomorphism
Igb ×MG,µ(b)
∼
→ Xb.
Proof. Let T˜ := (Igb × MG,µ(b)) ×Ag SG and ν˜ : T˜ → Ig
b × MG,µ(b) be the
canonical projection. By Corollary 4.5 we have to construct a section of ν˜. Recall
that the proof of Theorem 4.7 constructs a clopen subset
ZN,m := s(J
(p−N )
m ×MG,µ(b)
m1,m2) ⊂ (J (p
−N )
m ×MG,µ(b)
m1,m2)×Ag SG
which is mapped isomorphically onto J
(p−N )
m × MG,µ(b)m1,m2 by the canonical
projection. Denote by Z the union of connected components of T˜ whose underlying
reduced subscheme equals the limit of ZN,m. In particular ν|Z induces an isomor-
phism of the underlying reduced subschemes. Moreover, ν˜ induces an isomorphism
of restricted formal neighbourhoods at every point z ∈ Z(k) by Lemma 5.7 and is
thus e´tale at z by Corollary 5.4. Hence ν˜ is an isomorphism on a neighbourhood of
z. As Z is Jacobson, ν˜|Z is an isomorphism, thus its inverse gives us a section of ν˜.
Consider the image Xb0 of Ig
b × MG,µ(b) in Xb
′
/SG
. We have Xb0 ⊂ X
b by
construction. More precisely, Xb0 is a closed subfunctor of X
b since Igb → Igb
′
and
MG,µ(b) → MGSp2g ,µ′(b
′) are closed immersions by Proposition 4.10 and [HP17,
Prop. 3.11].
In Proposition 4.11, we have already shown that Xb0 (Fp) = X
b(Fp). Given a point
in Xb(R) with R ∈ Nilpes
Z˘p
arbitrary, let Spf R′ denote the closed formal subscheme
which factorises through Xb0 . Then Spf R
′ contains all closed points of Spf R by
the previous observation and moreover their restricted formal neighbourhoods by
the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.7. Thus Spf R′ →֒ Spf R is e´tale by
Corollary 5.4 and hence an isomorphism. Thus Xb0 = X
b.

By the same arguments as in [CS17], one gets deduces the product structure on
the generic fibre . Denote by AG, SG, , Ig
b,MG,µ(b) and X
b the respective adic
generic fibres over E˘[ζp∞ ] of AG,SG, Ig
b,MG,µ(b) and X
b.
We briefly recall the definition of the infinite level Rapoport Zink space MG,µ,∞
(for details, see [Kim13, § 7.6]). Denote by (XRZ, λRZ, (tRZ,α)) the universal object
over MG,µ(b) and we denote by T (XRZ) := lim←−
XRZ[pn] its Tate module. We define
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M⋄G,µ,∞(b) as the (preperfectoid) adic space parametrising morphisms α : M →
(TpXRZ)ad (where the free Zp-moduleM is considered as constant adic space), such
that the pairing ψ on M matches the pairing on (TpXRZ)ad induced by λRZ and
such that α becomes an isomorphism whenever it is restricted to some geometric
point (cf. [CS17, Thm. 4.2.4]). On the other hand, the adic spaces (XRZ[pn])ad
form a system of finite e´tale coverings of MG,µ which corresponds to a lisse Zp-
sheaf Tp(X
ad
RZ) on MG,µ. Moreover the the crystalline Tate-tensors (tRZ,α) induce
tensors on Tp(X
ad
RZ) ([Kim13, Thm. 7.1.6]). Then α induces an isomorphism αet
between M (now considered as constant Zp-sheaf) and the pullback of Tp(X
ad
RZ) to
M⋄G,µ,∞. We denote by MG,µ,∞ ⊂ M
⋄
G,µ,∞ the locus where αet is compatible with
tensors on both sides. This is a closed adic subspace, in particular MG,µ,∞ is again
preperfectoid (see also [Kim13, Prop. 7.6.1]). We define the adic space Xb∞ over
Xb by an analogous construction.
Corollary 5.13. We have an isomorphism
Igb ×MG,µ,∞(b)
∼
→ Xb∞.
In particular, Xb∞ is preperfectoid.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the isomorphisms
Igb ×MG,µ(b)
∼
→ Xb
XbG ×MG,µ(b) MG,µ,∞(b)
∼
→ Xb∞,
where the first isomorphism follows from Proposition 5.12 and the second from the
moduli description. 
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